D ATA S H E E T

Professional Services
Migrations and Upgrades

Perforce Software’s version control platform, Helix Core, sets the standard for
organizations of any size, helping you track and manage changes to all digital
assets for world-class development at scale.

Our expert consultants can help you get even more from your

•

investment in Helix Core and maximize your ROI by:
•

Speeding your time to value by optimizing your

management systems, etc.
•

Enhancing your productivity.

•

Ensuring successful deployments, migrations, and
integrations with optimized outcomes.

•

•

Server Upgrades
Upgrading Helix Core is a straightforward and painless process,

is supporting you every step of the way.

but some upgrades introduce new metadata tables that require

professionals experienced in migrations and upgrades.

additional time. For a seamless upgrade experience and minimal
downtime for users, engage our consultants to review:
•

Software Configuration Management
(SCM) System Migrations
Migrations are an area where the value of consulting
experience is particularly compelling. We’ve done it all, and that
means we’ll get you migrated quickly and smoothly from a wide
variety of legacy SCM systems — with an approach that aligns with
your requirements.
Legacy SCM migration projects commonly include:
•

Standard Starter Pack.

•

Exploring migration strategy options, which vary per
your legacy system.
Historical data migration (using detailed history import
tools or baseline and branch import techniques).

•

Project planning and management support.

Delivering peace of mind knowing an experienced team

Whatever the scope of your project, turn to our team of

•

Helping end users evaluate desktop tooling impact, such as
IDE integrations.

configuration.
•

Porting systems integrations with defect trackers, workflow

Retooling build and release process automation.

www.perforce.com

Any existing custom tools and integrations that may need
testing or further investigation.

•

New features that address issues with existing requirements
or topologies.

Get Started Today
No one knows version control like Perforce. Our Services team
is here for you and has the expertise to ensure your success with
migrations and upgrades.
Get in touch and we’ll be happy to review the specifics of your
project or consulting needs.
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